
We can now offer an outstanding personal print service where all 
the disappointments that can accrue are avoided. 

This is how it works. 

1. E-mail your image first ; preferably 300 dpi. 

 If you don't know anything about the image parameter  mail it up and I will see if I can up-sample            
it without quality loss or tell you the size you wish is not possible without quality loss.  State your size  
and if you would like a text in the print, where to implement it. 

2. I will optimize and correct the file, e-mail you a proof and only then you click the order button. 

3. Up to now you have not paid and committed to nothing. 

4. If you are satisfied with the outcome then you will place the order on the PRINT SERVICE page of                                                        

    my  website. 

You will still have a 30 day money back satisfaction guarantee. 

This service is unbeatable. 

We use the finest Lucia inks during our printing process, allowing our products to be fade-resistant for 
up to 100 years. 

Choose between  matte, pearl and glossy professional high quality photographic paper. 

The matte paper is 100% cotton-based acid-free museum grade.  

The prints will be shipped in a sturdy mailing tube 4 business days after receiving the 
payment. 

At least 2 prints fit into the tube, so you will save on mailing expenses if you order more 
than one print. 

We can print Banners and on all kinds of media like adhesive paper, vinyl, 
transparent and canvas up to the max. size of 24 inch by 36 feet. 

Thanks 

 

 

 

http://photodras.zenfolio.com/p631585021


Print Service Prices 

13 x 19  
13 x 19 matte with border          =  29.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

13 x 19 matte borderless            =  29.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

13 x 19 satin with border            =  31.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

13 x 19 satin borderless                =   31.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

13 x 19 high gloss with border    =  34.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

13 x 19 high gloss borderless       =  34.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

 

18 x24 
18 x 24 matte with border    =  39.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

18 x 24 matte borderless       =  39.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

18 x 24 satin with border       =  41.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

18 x 24 satin borderless         =   41.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

18 x 24 high gloss with border    =  44.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

18 x 24 high gloss borderless     =  44.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

 

24 x 36 
24x 36 matte with border    =  49.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

24 x 36 matte borderless       =  49.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

24 x 36 satin with border       =  51.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

24 x 36 satin borderless         =   51.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

24 x 36 high gloss with border    =  54.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 

24 x 36 high gloss borderless     =  54.99 plus HST 12% and shipping 
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